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The largest projection hall of India, Raj Mandir Cinema in Jaipur, 2003 © Géraldine Langlois
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My Love for Life, Children and Indian Cinema Since my earliest childhood I have felt an overwhelming need to capture, both as a child and then in adulthood, the feelings that surface in a human gaze and come from the bottom of the heart. When fate took me for the first time to India and then to Morocco, I realized that I shared something in common with the street children of these two countries: a love for life and for cinema. And since that time I needed to understand what this irresistible magic was that emanated from the great Bollywood stars and which filled these children with such joy. Today I know the answer to this question: these passionate actors are totally committed to their profession for the people and for these children. The symbiosis between actors and audience is truly intense, to the point where the children are convinced that if they hold firmly to their dreams, these can become their reality, or at least allow them from time to time to escape from the awfulness of the exploitation and hardship that many of them suffer. Bollywood showed me and made me aware that hope, traditions and the love of a family are values that can be conveyed by cinema and can help these children to believe above all in their dreams and thereby escape the harshness of their daily routines. These children are unafraid. They know the names of Amitabh Bachchan, Aishwarya Rai, Shah Ruk Khan, Anil Kapoor or Amir Khan… these are their heroes, and each day, by thinking of them or seeing them on the huge billboards, they forget their harsh conditions. This is why I so admire these great stars because they are aware of their status and fulfill their social responsibility, to the great benefit of the children and the people of India. The transformation of India into the world’s third most powerful nation is underway but for many years now Bollywood has held first place in terms of creating imaginary worlds full of special magic. To the children of India, Morocco and so many other countries that I have met, I would like to say that the best thing that has happened to me was to have met them and experienced all the love for life that they communicate. I consider the Indian cinema to be a great art form and its actors can be proud of the role they play in society, the happiness they bring to their audience and the emotions that they stir. Géraldine Langlois, Brussels, February 2010.
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Géraldine Langlois through my lens



Géraldine Langlois was born in 1966 in Brussels where she lives and works. She is a graduate of Brussels City School of Photography. Although she has always had a love of images, her true moment of revelation came during her first trip to India in 1992. Since then, she has travelled tirelessly in order to encounter ‘others’. As we can clearly see from her true and beautiful images, her goal is to capture what is different about the human face. Its distinct forms are so familiar to us. Others are both identical and different at the same time, hence the fascination. Géraldine’s photographic quest often draws her to communities as yet untouched by the steamroller of globalization. Disconnected from materialistic values yet connected to a spirituality which is increasingly absent from our Western world. Since her first stay in India, as a photographer she particularly appreciates the closeness and natural familiarity of people on the street, the easy contact. While in the portraits captured by many photographers, facial expressions seem hard to discern, like an inward-looking mask, in this Belgian photographer’s work they reveal themselves willingly, seeming open, embracing and trusting, even smiling (note here that Géraldine rightly defies the platitude too often taught to beginners: the subject of a portrait should not, apparently, be smiling…). The man, woman or child therefore smiles, even when eking out a tragic marginal existence. The smile is all the more precious for it. It comes to us in the form of a discreet, shining epiphany that life and photographs sometimes convey, if the approach is truly sincere and motivated by concern for others.



These black-and-white images are all generous fragments of a vast empathetic mosaic, expressed through the author’s many books and exhibitions. The photographer’s perspective is one of genuine curiosity, always eager to meet new faces, never the voyeur. Over coldly clinical neutrality, Géraldine prefers sensual grays or the saturated colors of her subjective documentaries. But describing a documentary as ‘subjective’ is surely just a pleonasm, especially when the artist has created it through such personal commitment. The framing is always fluid, the grain sometimes prominent, gently texturing the image of long-exposure shots. She avoids flash photography, so as not to disturb the protagonists or disrupt the scene unfolding before her lens. These portraits reveal a close bond with the subject. Géraldine never forces entry into people’s lives. She doesn’t ‘steal’ her photographs; she seems to have been warmly welcomed into the family circle or other manifestations of community (Holy Week, children from Calcutta’s slums, Bollywood cinema…) where people are more than willing to partake of the photographic ritual. These series of photos often reveal her concern for ethnological and sociological issues. Geraldine’s photography builds a precious bridge between peoples, a powerful medium for exchange and multicultural dialogue. Her snapshots or posed photos fall into the class of images that reveal the author’s faith in humanity and foster the same faith in us. Yannick Vigouroux, Critic, Paris, August 2007.
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The Essence of Indian Cinema It is perhaps because she comes from another continent that Géraldine Langlois has succeeded in portraying an alternative image of India. Hers is a new perspective, fascinated, curious, amazed and at the same time extremely human that focuses on Bollywood, the most prolific cinematic production in the world, as well as on home-grown Indian cinema. The artist presents the Bollywood industry, with its financial power and glamour, alongside the more realistic and authentic “parallel” cinema. Portraits of actors, actresses, directors and producers who are the flavor of the month, photographed on film-sets, at Gala evenings or in relaxed settings somewhere between Mumbai, Chennai, New Delhi and Kolkota. In these black-and-white photographs, of studied simplicity, the eyes seem darker, the light harsher, the shadows more intense – and so her choice becomes clear – it’s plain to see. ‘The Essence of Indian Cinema’ is this: faces, glitter, perspiration, an intense gaze, grace and rhythm peculiar to this country in which contradictions and beauty continually intertwine. She captures Bollywood and the whole of the Indian film industry in its purest expression, its intrinsic definition. What it is today and will become tomorrow. Géraldine Langlois’ photographs dwell on the human face. They reveal the greatness and the strength within, as well as the sorrows and fissures that crack it. All these life fragments revealing their vulnerability tell the story above all of the photographer’s ability to focus and interact, as well as her generosity. Her photographs are built on the relationships that she establishes so readily with the people she meets. Géraldine Langlois sometimes steps back, but more than anything else, through her pictures she maintains – despite time and distance – a surprising affectionate relationship with her subjects. This series of portraits of some of the most celebrated Bollywood artists and arthouse films is no exception to the rule and shows true empathy between photographer and subject. This encounter with the ‘other’ is achieved by a simple photograph, devoid of gimmicks. Géraldine Langlois is not attempting to develop a new or sophisticated aesthetic approach. These are her characters that fill the frame, and their gaze which holds ours. As protagonists, they define the landscape shaped by human geography.
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From 20th to 27 th March 2010



Géraldine Langlois has fostered a special relationship with India. Her first trip there goes back to 1992, and ever since she has endlessly explored the multiple facets of this fascinating country. On one of her trips, she took an especially close look at the fate of the street children of Calcutta, with the simple, warm approach and the human touch that typify her work. That first contact was in so many ways to lay the foundations for all her future photographic work and to become one of the building blocks not only of her aesthetic sense and her commitment but also of the social, anthropological insights, which imbue her photographs. Her subsequent journeys, through a mosaic of necessarily contrasting images, led her to exploring other aspects of India’s society today, with its wealth of paradoxes which even when taken together fall short of expressing the immense diversity criss-crossing India and energising the whole subcontinent. The mystical dimension, a recurring theme for this photographer, has in the guise of India found a special place to express itself, more particularly in a wonderful series of photos focusing on celebrations at the Durga Puja, the Bengali Hindus’ religious festival. Spirituality, part and parcel of Indian heritage, is without a doubt one of India’s most striking features for Westerners whose attachment to the sacred has gradually withered over time, prisoners as they are of a society too often obsessed with its own lifestyle. The eye of the photographer offers the privilege of capturing the moment and highlighting details usually invisible to the untrained eye, and of resuming the lost dialogue with the sacred. The series of photographs exhibited here shows us another facet of India seen through the shimmering prism of India’s film industry. To photograph the so-called “parallel” Indian arthouse cinema and more especially Bollywood films born out of the tradition of lively, highly colourful shows brimming over with gesture and song, Géraldine Langlois opted for the sober, more austere black and white. Images that reflect the effervescence that prevails on a film-set and especially the specificity of Bollywood cinema: so lavish, so expressive in its singing and dancing, its props and multi-coloured costumes, its faces made up to the extreme, its intrigues. Is not ‘The Essence of Indian Cinema’, designed for the public at large, in fact an overwhelming of the senses, just like its powerful American archetype, allowing visitors to forget their day-to-day concerns and leave the exhibition, as Gautaman Bhaskaran wrote, ‘with a spring in their step and a song on their lips’? Géraldine Langlois has shown a remarkable ability to capture the positive energy and the often exuberant joy, which flow from current Indian cinematography. To portray its essence in her ‘still cinema’.



Géraldine Langlois’ photographs dwell on the human face. They reveal the greatness and the strength within, as well as the sorrows and fissures that crack it. All these life fragments revealing their vulnerability tell the story above all of the photographer’s ability to focus and interact, as well as her generosity. Her photographs are built on the relationships that she establishes so readily with the people she meets. Géraldine Langlois sometimes steps back, but more than anything else, through her pictures she maintains – despite time and distance – a surprising a surprisingly affectionate relationship with her subjects. This series of portraits of some of the most celebrated Bollywood artists and arthouse films is no exception to the rule and shows true empathy between photographer and subject.
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